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Acres of 

Hills Around

Lush Green 

Your home at TCG Cliff Garden comes loaded with a lot of delightful features. One of them is 

mesmerising view of lush green hills spread across whopping 400 acres. Enjoy natural bounty every 

day, every moment.

Walking distance from upcoming   

Metro Station

TCG Cliff Garden is located strategically so as to have all the daily needs nearby. 5 minutes from 

Metro Station. Get ready to luxuriate in the home surrounded by convenience.  



MAP IS NOT TO SCALE. DISTANCES ARE APPROXIMATE.

VIVANTA BY TAJ 

Vivanta by Taj

Mahindra International 
School

Metro Station

Metro
Station

MAHINDRA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL  5.8 KM

VIBGYOR SCHOOL  7.3 KM

RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL    3.2 KM



2 BHK

1 BHK

ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES ARE ONLY INDICATIVE, ACTUAL MAY DIFFER AND DEPENDS ON VARIOUS FACTORS. 

2 BHK 1 BHK



2BHK 2BHK 2BHK 2BHK

Dimensions in meters are as per MIDC sanctioned 
plans, before all finishing work (like plaster, gypsum 
plaster, paint, skirting, dado, etc). Dimensions in feet 
are calculated at 1 mt. = 3.28 ft. Dimensions of the 
finished flats may vary/change as per actual site 
conditions and finishes. The size and location of 
structural columns and beams may change as per 
design requirements. Carpet areas are calculated 
as per MahaRERA circular. Refuge Area is only on 
the 19th floor. Floor plans are indicative and subject 
to change. 

NOTE: 



2BHK 2BHK1BHK 1BHK STUDIO

Dimensions in meters are as per MIDC sanctioned 
plans, before all finishing work (like plaster, gypsum 
plaster, paint, skirting, dado, etc). Dimensions in feet 
are calculated at 1 mt. = 3.28 ft. Dimensions of the 
finished flats may vary/change as per actual site 
conditions and finishes. The size and location of 
structural columns and beams may change as per 
design requirements. Carpet areas are calculated 
as per MahaRERA circular. Refuge Area is only on 
the 19th floor. Floor plans are indicative and subject 
to change. 

NOTE: 
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2 BHK DELUXE

1 BHK 
2 BHK DELUXE

2 BHK LUXURY

NOTE:



VOICE CONTROLLED HOMES

SAFETY & SECURITY

2 BHK Flats

2 BHK

Study

Different

On-Off



Disclaimer: The proposed development mentioned in all printed, displayed, electronic, digital marketing collaterals including brochures, websites, models, sample ats, virtual tour, hoardings, displays, etc., is part of the proposed larger layout development and entire development will be carried out in a phase-wise manner by the Promoter. The Promoter is 
entitled to use the entire potential of the said entire layout as per its convenience, in one phase or in other phases or jointly in multiple phases. The information herein i.e. contents, pictures, images, renderings, maps, specications, designs, dimensions, etc. are artist impressions and are digitally enhanced and are only indicative and may differ from actuals. 
Layout, roads, master plan, views, elevations, number of buildings/oors/ apartments, features, specications, amenities, oor plans, carpet areas, dimensions of rooms, toilets, balconies, doors, windows, kitchen platform, columns, beams, parkings, colour schemes, landscape, etc as shown in all marketing collaterals, mentioned above, may be revised 
from time to time as per onsite conditions and statutory/regulatory requirements. There could be variations in, but not limited to, colours, nishes, designs, sizes, types, features, materials, lighting, paints, parking, amenities, gardens, trees, shrubs, accessories, interiors, furniture, facilities, etc. based on the market conditions and availability of materials or 
reasons beyond control of the Promoter at the time of installation. All marketing collaterals shall not be treated as any representation, promise, invitation to offer or offer by the Promoter. Electrical and electronic gadgets/appliances, lights, fans, air conditioners, water puriers, exhaust fans, invertor, washing machine, dishwasher, internet connection, 
telephone, television, furniture, curtains, interior design accessories are not provided by the Promoter. Prospective customers are therefore required to verify all the details, including area, amenities, services, terms of the allotment and payments and other relevant terms independently with the sales team/ Promoter prior to concluding any decision for 
acquiring any ats in the project. All marketing collaterals do not create any obligations or contract of any nature whatsoever. The Allottee and the Promoter shall be bound only by the terms of the Agreement executed and registered and these marketing collaterals shall not be deemed or construed to form a part of the aforesaid agreement or the transaction 
for allotment of any at in the project. All marketing collaterals are to give only the possible glimpse of the project and same shall not be treated as document disclosing the nature of the project. All marketing collaterals are not the part of the disclosure. The information provided herein cannot be produced for any legal purpose and the Allottee is not called 
upon or invited to book the unit, enter into agreement or make any advance or deposit payment on the basis of these marketing collaterals and though all efforts have been made to ensure accuracy in no event shall the Promoter be liable for claim made by any Allottee seeking any cancellation for any inaccuracies in the information provided.
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